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Twitter X is a dying platform

• Assessing dying platforms can help us to 
imagine and establish better futures

•We cannot rely on a platform alone to 
document its own histories. 

• Archiving projects cannot save 
everything but preserving “platform 
metacommentary” can be valuable
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Little History of Twitter
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Archiving Twitter

• Access to Twitter data has always been volatile

• Rogue Archives (De Kosnik 2016) can highlight (some) user perspectives

• “Web archiving practices constrain how we will come to know and 
understand dead and dying platforms in future.” (Ogden 2021)
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Birdwatch / Community Notes

• Crowdsourced fact-checking program

•Musk renamed to “Community Notes”

•Metacommentary on how (some) users 
understand the platform
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Birdwatch / Community Notes
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birdwatcharchive.org

• Twitter publishes Birdwatch data, but not 
in a highly usable format

• There is no guarantee that Twitter will 
continue to host these files

•My web app copies the files and enables 
basic searching, filtering, and 
correlations
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Ethics of a Rogue Archive

• Data is released publicly

• Birdwatch is promoted as a 
service for the rest of Twitter

• User IDs are anonymized – only 
Twitter could re-identify to 
@usernames
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Correlating Birdwatch Data
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Correlating Birdwatch Data
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Correlating Birdwatch Data
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Platform Metacommentary

• Birdwatch notes are evidence of how 
some users perceive the platform

• Birdwatch users debate (in the notes) 
what the purpose of fact-checking even 
is

• This metacommentary is valuable for 
understanding a rapidly devolving 
platform
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Birdwatch Notes (Oct 1 – Oct 30 2022)
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Birdwatch Notes (Oct 1 – Oct 30 2022)

• “Birdwatch has been out a while”

• “Birdwatch has expanded concurrently with Twitter's takeover by Elon Musk”

• “Fact checking content has nothing to do with management or elons future 
acquisition of the company”
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Birdwatch Notes (Oct 1 – Oct 30 2022)

• “Justifications for the vote against relief funding belong in replies and QRTs, 
not Birdwatch notes.”

• “Other Birdwatches need major mental health help”

• “Dear fellow birdwatchers. Goodbye. I'm sure this program will be shut 
down shortly. It never worked. Yours truly.”

• “However, it is not clear whether it is still permissible to make fun of Elon 
Musk, e.g., for being legally compelled to pay an inflated price for an 
ungovernable hellsite. We'll see!”
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Platform Metacommentary

• Platform metacommentary includes the ways that some people use a 
platform to talk about that same platform.

• In the case of Birdwatch, is limited to a subset of all users. Can provide 
indications of what pieces of content are receiving increased circulation and 
scrutiny.

• Can offer details about how a platform is understood by its users
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Challenges: Volume

• Twitter produces a lot of data

• Birdwatch activity is significantly 
lower, but still large
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Challenges: Access to Technology
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Challenges: Reliance on Platforms
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Conclusions

• Assessing dying platforms can 
help us to imagine and establish 
better futures

•We cannot rely on a platform 
alone to document its own 
histories. 

• Platform metacommentary is 
valuable to preserve
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